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 In 1929, four years after Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg had been elected President 

of  the Weimar Republic,  Der Eiserne Hindenburg in Krieg und Frieden  ( The Iron Hindenburg in 

War and Peace ), a silent non-fictional film, opened in German cinemas, recapitulating his 

career. 1  The producers wanted to educate their audience about how  ‘ deeply intertwined 

the German people’s fate ’  had been, and continued to be, with the President’s life. 2  

Splitting the film’s narration into consecutive acts, it portrayed Hindenburg’s life as 

following an inner logic — from his early career in the Prussian army to the battle of  

Tannenberg in 1914, his leadership during the First World War, and finally his presidency. 

Hindenburg’s inauguration on 12 May 1925 thus appeared as the pinnacle of  a lifelong 

service to the German people and represented the special bond that allegedly existed 

between him and the public at large — a bond the film expressed through countless 

images of  large crowds (some staged, others genuine) cheering the aged Hindenburg on 

his seventieth and eightieth birthdays, at his inauguration, and during his official travels. 

 By depicting at length Hindenburg studying military maps, the film placed great 

emphasis on his ingenious strategic planning in the run-up to Tannenberg, which had 

supposedly  ‘ saved ’  the entire German home front from occupation — a fate East Prussians 

had endured in August and September 1914 and which was alluded to in images of  

material destruction and dead livestock. 3  The fact that the  ‘ saviour ’  had not managed to 

deliver victory in the end did not get in the way of  the film’s neat storyline: the subtitles 

explained military defeat with the  ‘ inhumane ’  British naval blockade, the sailors ’  mutinies 

and revolution in Germany in November 1918. To re-enforce the by then well-known 

message of  a  ‘ stab in the back ’  of  the German army by treacherous elements at home, 

    *   I would like to thank Nick Stargardt, Hartmut Pogge von Strandmann, Christian Goeschel, Gemma Lousley and the 

two anonymous readers of  German History  for their helpful comments and suggestions. This article forms part of a 

larger study of the Hindenburg myth: A. Menge,  The Power of Myth: Hindenburg 1914 – 1934  (D. Phil Thesis, 

University of Oxford, 2007). The study was made possible by the generous funding of the Arts and Humanities 

Research Council, the Oxford Faculty of Modern History, and Merton College, Oxford.   

   1   The film’s title was reminiscent of the  ‘ Iron Chancellor ’ , Bismarck, who served as a mythical role model for 

Hindenburg, and of the  ‘ Iron Hindenburg ’   ‘ nailing statue ’  erected in central Berlin in 1915 to raise money for chari-

table causes. See R. Gerwarth,  The Bismarck Myth: Weimar Germany and the Legacy of the Iron Chancellor  (Oxford, 

2005); and G. Schneider,  ‘ Zur Mobilisierung der  “ Heimatfront ” . Das Nageln sogenannter Kriegswahrzeichen im 

Ersten Weltkrieg ’ ,  Zeitschrift für Volkskunde  (1999), pp. 32 – 62.  

   2    Der Eiserne Hindenburg in Krieg und Frieden  (Allgemeine Film-Union Häussler & Co, 1929), copy in Bundesarchiv-

Filmarchiv (henceforth BA-FA). All citations are taken from the film’s subtitles.  

   3   On the Russian occupation of East Prussia in 1914 and the somewhat inflated German press reports of Russian 

brutality, see P. Jahn,  ‘  “ Zarendreck, Barbarendreck — Peitscht sie weg! ”  Die russische Besatzung Ostpreußens 1914 

in der deutschen Öffentlichkeit ’ , in Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt (ed.),  August 1914. Ein Volk zieht in den Krieg  

(Berlin, 1989), pp. 147 – 55.  
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 The Iron Hindenburg  re-enacted scenes of  revolutionary fighting in the streets of  Berlin in 

1918/19 under the incendiary headline  ‘ The Red Terror ’ . 4  It depicted the loss of  

territory inflicted on Germany by the Treaty of  Versailles in no less sensationalist 

terms — a map of  the German Empire from which giant, greedy hands tear chunks off  in 

east and west is one of  the film’s most memorable sequences. 5  

 With its selective plotline, tendentious subtitles and ground-breaking special effects, 

the film clearly sought to drive home the message that Hindenburg’s leadership was 

Germany’s calling, and that only the political  ‘ saviour ’  himself  could rescue the country 

from a return to the years of  postwar domestic strife. 6  It powerfully evoked the political 

myth, which had built up around Hindenburg since he had been credited with 

orchestrating victory at Tannenberg in August 1914. Myths are defined as social 

constructions of  reality, which appeal to the emotional dimensions of  human thought. 7  

They oversimplify reality, not least for the conscious or unconscious purpose of  justifying 

present conditions and increasing emotional mass support. 8  As an  ‘ order of  images with 

a metaphysical claim ’  they purport to give a true account of  a set of  past, present or 

predicted political events, which is accepted by a social or political group. 9  By reducing 

complex events to simple processes, myths generate meaning. They act as a  ‘ filter of  

reality ’ , a lens through which contemporary events are perceived. Because they limit the 

multiplicity of  standpoints they often create a feeling of  community and belonging 

together and thus have the power to integrate. 10  

 The Hindenburg myth was one of  the central narratives in German public discourse 

during the First World War, the Weimar Republic, and the early years of  Nazi rule. The 

striking polyvalence of  the narrative — it extolled not only right-wing notions of  

authoritarian leadership but also more bi-partisan national values, such as salvaging 

something positive from war and defeat and self-affirmation in the face of  crisis — meant 

that Hindenburg’s myth could be deployed by different groups, at different times, and for 

different purposes. Although promoted first and foremost by German nationalists, 

   4   B. Barth,  Dolchstoßlegenden und politische Desintegration. Das Trauma der deutschen Niederlage im Ersten 

Weltkrieg 1914 – 1933  (Düsseldorf, 2003).  

   5   Leo Lasko’s semi-official, two-part pseudo-documentary  Der Weltkrieg. Ein historischer Film  of 1927/28 had pio-

neered the use of a combination of re-enacted scenes, historical film material, and sensationalist special effects of 

this kind. Pöhlmann,  Kriegsgeschichte und Geschichtspolitik. Der Erste Weltkrieg. Die amtliche deutsche Militärgeschichts -

schreibung 1914 – 1956  (Paderborn, 2002) ,  p. 242.  

   6   On the  ‘ saviour ’  theme, K. Schreiner,  ‘  “ Wann kommt der Retter Deutschlands? ”  Formen und Funktionen von poli-

tischem Messianismus in der Weimarer Republik ’ ,  Saeculum , 49 (1998), pp. 107 – 60.  

   7   A. Dörner , Politischer Mythos und symbolische Politik. Der Hermannmythos. Zur Entstehung des Nationalbewußtseins 

der Deutschen  (Reinbek, 1996), p. 43.  

   8   D. Orlow,  ‘ The Conversion of Myths into Political Power: The Case of the Nazi Party, 1925 – 1926 ’ ,  American Historical 

Review , 72, 3 (1967), pp. 906 – 24, here p. 906; A. v. Saldern,  ‘ Mythen, Legenden und Stereotypen ’ , in idem (ed.), 

 Mythen in Geschichte und Geschichtsschreibung aus polnischer und deutscher Sicht  (Münster, 1996), pp. 13 – 26, 

here p. 15.  

   9   H.-H. Nolte,  ‘ Mythos — Plädoyer für einen engen Begriff ’ , in v. Saldern,  Mythen , pp. 36 – 39, here, p. 36; C.G. Flood, 

 Political Myth: A Theoretical Introduction  (New York and London, 2004), p. 44; v. Saldern,  ‘ Mythen, Legenden und 

Stereotypen ’ , p. 14; Dörner,  Politischer Mythos , pp. 87, 91.  

   10   Cf. S. Behrenbeck,  Der Kult um die toten Helden. Nationalsozialistische Mythen, Riten und Symbole  (Vierow near 

Greifswald, 1996) ,  p. 45; also H. Münkler and W. Storch,  Siegfrieden. Politik mit einem deutschen Mythos  (Berlin, 

1988), pp. 66 – 7; Dörner,  Politischer Mythos , p. 93.  
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especially in Weimar’s early years, some elements of  the Hindenburg myth had 

considerable cross-party appeal. That his initiation as a mythical figure rested on national 

defence and a battle fought against the arch-enemy of  German Social Democracy, 

Tsarist Russia, had endeared him to many on the moderate left from 1914 onwards. 11  

 The mythical Hindenburg narrative did not serve the same clear-cut rationale for 

twenty years; its function changed repeatedly depending on the conditions of  its 

deployment. Using Hindenburg’s public veneration as a moral crutch was as useful in 

creating legitimacy for the newly-founded Republic in 1918/19 and defeating Adolf  

Hitler in the 1932 presidential elections, as it was effective in undermining the stability of  

the republic at other times. This very polyvalence, in fact, made it a much more powerful 

political weapon than a clear-cut symbol strictly consigned to the echelons of  Weimar’s 

political right could ever have been. Precisely because he cut across political fault-lines 

like no other figure in this period of  political polarization and party fragmentation, could 

Hindenburg’s myth — and, by extension, his actions — wield such influence over the 

course of  German history, ultimately leading to Hitler’s appointment to the post of  Reich 

Chancellor in January 1933. 12  

 The intensity, longevity, striking political and social breadth, and political deployment 

of  the adulation for Hindenburg — in short, the power of  the Hindenburg myth from 

1914 until 1934 and beyond — was a political phenomenon of  the first order and thus 

merits detailed examination. 13  Most scholarly works on Hindenburg, however, are 

concerned exclusively with his military and political career. No detailed research has yet 

been done concerning the genesis, communication, appropriation, transformation and 

function of  the myth surrounding Hindenburg. 14  Those historians who invoke the 

   11   On the SPD’s patriotism, anti-Tsarism, and the outbreak of war in 1914, see W. Kruse,  Krieg und nationale 

Integration. Eine Neuinterpretation des sozialdemokratischen Burgfriedensschlusses 1914/15  (Essen, 1993), pp. 

65 – 74; and N. Stargardt,  The German Idea of Militarism: Radical and Socialist Critics, 1866 – 1914  (Cambridge, 

1994), pp. 147 – 8.  

   12   On Weimar’s polarized political culture, see D. Lehnert and K. Megerle (eds),  Politische Teilkulturen zwischen 

Integration und Polarisierung. Zur politischen Kultur in der Weimarer Republik  (Opladen, 1990); on the fragmenta-

tion of memory, see J. Verhey,  The  ‘ Spirit of 1914 ’ : Militarism, Myth and Mobilisation in Germany  (Cambridge, 

2000); and Gerwarth,  Bismarck Myth.   

   13   My own work focuses on the myth during Hindenburg’s lifetime, but also charts its development in both German 

states since 1945. Especially the events at Hindenburg’s postwar grave in Marburg’s Elisabeth Church show that in 

spite of his being largely discredited publicly as Hitler’s  ‘  Steigbügelhalter ’  , veneration for Hindenburg lasted in some 

sections of West German society, especially among the expellees and particularly in the 1950s. Although 

Hindenburg’s iconization, for the most part, did not survive the Second World War, two recent public controver-

sies — about a possible retraction of Hindenburg’s honorary citizenship of Berlin and about the plan of a hotel owner 

to re-erect a Hindenburg statue on Mount Kyffhäuser in Thuringia — point towards the public’s renewed interest in 

Weimar’s second President. See I. Krüger-Bulcke,  ‘ Der Hohenzollern-Hindenburg-Zwischenfall in Marburg 1947. 

Wiederaufleben nationalistischer Strömungen oder Sturm im Wasserglas? ’ ,  Hessisches Jahrbuch für 

Landesgeschichte , 39 (1989), pp. 311 – 352; and some recent coverage of Hindenburg, see  ‘ Marschall hat weiter die 

Ehre ’ ,  Tageszeitung  (24 Jan. 2003);  ‘ Paul von Hindenburg. Ehrenmann ’ ,  Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung  ( FAZ ), 26 

(31 Jan. 2003), p. 44; and  ‘ Hindenburg bleibt ’ ,  FAZ , 6 (8 Jan. 2005), p. 33.  

   14   The historiography to date consists first and foremost of assessments of Hindenburg’s military leadership during the 

First World War and biographies. See, for example, R.B. Asprey,  The German High Command at War: Hindenburg 

and Ludendorff and the First World War  (4th edn, London, 1994); M. Kitchen,  The Silent Dictatorship: The Politics of 

the German High Command under Hindenburg and Ludendorff, 1916 – 1918  (London, 1976). See also the strongly 

hagiographic W. Hubatsch,  Hindenburg und der Staat. Aus den Papieren des Generalfeldmarschalls und 

Reichspräsidenten von 1878 bis 1934  (Göttingen, 1966); and similar, W. Görlitz,  Hindenburg. Ein Lebensbild  (Bonn, 
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phenomenon treat it as a strictly political issue, a factor in German political history, 

debated exclusively by party politicians. 15  The Hindenburg myth was, however, as much 

a cultural as it was a political phenomenon, which did not just occupy those engaged in 

German politics, but penetrated much broader sections of  society in its myriad forms: 

there was a massive readership of  Hindenburg books and special Hindenburg issues of  

the illustrated press, and also a receptive audience for Hindenburg films and the 

President’s frequent speeches on the radio. Equally, the purchase decisions of  consumers 

were animated by the use of  Hindenburg’s name or image in modern commercial 

advertising. Hindenburg’s iconic status and extraordinary visibility in the cultural sphere 

do not just help to understand the intricacies of  his political career after 1918, but also 

hint at the existence of  common symbolic ground in German society — an aspect hitherto 

overlooked by scholars who have stressed party political fragmentation in Weimar or 

emphasized the iconoclasm of  the republican avant-garde — a focus of  historical 

scholarship until recently. 16  

 This article seeks to redress the balance by examining the Hindenburg myth as an 

aspect of  Weimar Germany’s cultural life, concentrating on his presidency in the second 

half  of  the 1920s and the early 1930s. The files of  the Reich President’s bureau, in 

particular, contain a wide range of  rich sources, including material on Hindenburg films, 

his radio speeches, stories in the illustrated press and negotiations with publishers of  

popular novels, and with companies wishing to deploy Hindenburg’s image in 

commercial advertising. 17  These sources are neither traditionally consulted by political 

historians nor those working on Weimar culture. 18  Given the reluctance of  the 

Hindenburg family to make his personal papers available, the historian is faced with 

severe problems when trying to chart Hindenburg’s own involvement in the mythmaking 

process. 19  Assessing his role in promoting and safeguarding his fame is important, not 

least because his much-trumpeted personal modesty and lack of  ambition were central 

1953); rather useful are A. Dorpalen,  Hindenburg and the Weimar Republic  (Princeton, 1964); and H. Zaun,  Hindenburg 

und die deutsche Außenpolitik 1925 – 1934  (Cologne, 1999); the most recent biography, albeit based on secondary 

sources, is W. Rauscher,  Hindenburg. Feldmarschall und Reichspräsident  (Vienna, 1997); a few articles are notable ex-

ceptions: W. Scharlau,  ‘ Mit ihm trug sich Preußen selber zu Grabe. Der Mythos Hindenburg und ein wissenschaftlicher 

Skandal ’ ,  Der Monat,  23 (1971), pp. 56 – 64; D. Lehnert,  ‘ Die geschichtlichen Bilder von  “ Tannenberg ” . Vom 

Hindenburg-Mythos im Ersten Weltkrieg zum ersatzmonarchischen Identifikationssymbol in der Weimarer Republik ’ , 

in K. Imhof and P. Schulz (eds),  Medien und Krieg — Krieg in den Medien  (Zurich, 1995), pp. 37 – 72; and most recently 

W. Pyta,  ‘ Paul von Hindenburg als charismatischer Führer der deutschen Nation ’ , in F. Möller (ed.),  Charismatische 

Führer der deutschen Nation  (Munich, 2004), pp. 109 – 48. Works published after 2006 could not be consulted.  

   15   See, for example, Dorpalen,  Hindenburg .  

   16   Recent scholarship has thoroughly revised the idea of  ‘ Weimar Culture ’  being defined by the avant-garde, for exam-

ple G. Bollenbeck,  Tradition, Avantgarde, Reaktion. Deutsche Kontroversen um die kulturelle Moderne 1880 – 1945  

(Frankfurt/Main, 1999); R. Schneider and W. Wang (eds),  Moderne Architektur in Deutschland 1900 bis 2000 , vol. 

3:  Macht und Monument  (Ostfildern, 1998); K. Leyendecker (ed.),  German Novelists of the Weimar Republic. 

Insersections of Literature and Politics  (Columbia, 2006); for a summary of the historiographical debate, see E. Kolb, 

 The Weimar Republic  (London, 2005), p. 106; the most important synthetic surveys remain P. Gay,  Weimar Culture: 

The Outsider as Insider  (London, 1969) and W. Laqueur,  Weimar: A Cultural History 1918 – 1933  (London, 1974).  

   17   Most of these sources are in Bundesarchiv Berlin (henceforth BAB), R601.  

   18   The only scholar who uses some of them systematically is Klaus-Dieter Weber in his study of the presidential bureau, 

 Das Büro des Reichspräsidenten  (Frankfurt/Main, 2001).  

   19   My own endeavours in this respect were, unfortunately, not crowned with success.  
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elements of  the mythical narrative. 20  As will be shown here, Hindenburg in fact frequently 

put pressure on writers, film-makers, radio producers, and advertisers in order to uphold 

a particular account, or to suppress variations of  the mythical narrative which he 

considered damaging. Whilst there is plenty of  evidence to suggest that Hindenburg 

sought to protect his own myth at various moments, there were also limits to his attempts 

to control the way he was portrayed in ostentatiously apolitical genres. 21  The birth of  the 

new media of  film and radio, the ever expanding illustrated press, and the spread of  

image-based advertisements vastly extended the Hindenburg myth’s cultural purchase 

when compared to the personality cults of  the Wilhelmine period — for instance, those of  

Kaiser Wilhelm II or Bismarck. 22  The dissemination of  the Hindenburg myth via these 

new mass media did not just define its extraordinary scope, but also produced increasingly 

blurred boundaries between cultural entertainment and propagandistic politics. 23  

  I: The Celluloid Myth 
 The somewhat nostalgic notion of   ‘ Weimar Culture ’  being synonymous with the  ‘ Golden 

Twenties ’  has long since been revised. The Expressionists, the  Bauhaus ,  Neue Sachlichkeit , 

and Fritz Lang’s  Metropolis  may still be admired for their artistic quality, but were not 

emblematic of  interwar German cultural praxis. 24  As a recent history of  German 

documentary film-making has shown, the great majority of  films made between 1918 

and 1933 were not modern, avant-garde pieces, but non-fictional formats or 

 ‘ documentaries ’ , often targeting a mass audience and produced with an educational 

   20   See, for example, the liberal publicist Theodor Wolff’s assertion that Hindenburg was popular precisely  because  he 

did not seek this popularity:  ‘ It is unthinkable that anyone else, on whom the eyes of the world rest, is freer of pose, 

less concerned with making a positive impression [ … ] than him ’ ; see Wolff,  ‘ Wunsch an Hindenburg ’ ,  Berliner 

Tageblatt  (2 Oct. 1932); also Carl Severing’s (SPD) assessment in Archiv der sozialen Demokratie der Friedrich Ebert 

Stiftung in Bonn (henceforth AdsD), NL Severing, 1/CSA B000027. Such notions have been astonishingly long-lasting. 

Klaus-Dieter Weber, whose useful study charts the mythmaking of Meissner  et al.  in some detail, surprisingly clings 

to the idea that Hindenburg himself showed no interest in the way he was portrayed and generally did not consider 

public opinion important. Although he notes the difference in propaganda practices of the presidential 

bureau under Ebert and Hindenburg, despite State Secretary Meissner’s retention after 1925, he does not recognize 

that this was largely due to Hindenburg’s personal priorities. Weber,  Büro , pp. 480 – 1, n. 1491.  

   21   Whilst it is tempting to replace the notion of a Hindenburg who did nothing to further his cult with that of a highly 

image-conscious politician  ‘ obsessed ’  with his public standing, this turnaround would be somewhat oversimplified. 

The truth probably lies somewhere in between. Hindenburg was deeply involved in promoting his own myth, but 

there were also limits to how much control he sought. For a more radical interpretation of Hindenburg as an  ‘ obses-

sive ’   ‘ image politician ’ , see Pyta,  ‘ Hindenburg ’ .  

   22   On Wilhelm II’s image, see M. Kohlrausch,  Samt und Stahl. Kaiser Wilhelm II. im Urteil seiner Zeitgenossen  (Berlin, 

2006); on the Bismarck myth before the First World War, see L. Machtan (ed.),  Bismarck und der deutsche National-

Mythos  (Bremen, 1994).  

   23   On  ‘ mass culture ’ , see K. Maase,  Grenzenloses Vergnügen. Der Aufstieg der Massenkultur 1850 – 1970  (Frankfurt/

Main, 1997); on advertising, propaganda and politics in the 1920s, see C. Ross,  ‘ Mass Politics and the Techniques of 

Leadership: The Promise and Perils of Propaganda in Weimar Germany ’ ,  German History , 24 (2006), pp. 184 – 211.  

   24   Cf. G. Rollenbeck,  ‘ Freigesetzte Moderne und diktatorische Optionen. Zur argumentativen Konfliktlage in der 

Weimarer Republik ’ , in K. Kreimeier, A. Ehmann and J. Georgen (eds),  Geschichte des dokumentarischen Films in 

Deutschland , vol. 2:  Weimarer Republik 1918 – 1933  (Stuttgart, 2005), pp. 229 – 48, here p. 230; and A. Kaes, 

 ‘ Filmgeschichte als Kulturgeschichte. Reflexionen zum Kino der Weimarer Republik ’ , in U. Jung and W. Schatzberg 

(eds),  Filmkultur zur Zeit der Weimarer Republik  (Munich, 1992), pp. 54 – 64, here p. 61; on the  ‘  Neue Sachlichkeit  ’ , 

see J. Willet,  The New Sobriety 1917 – 1933: Art and Politics in the Weimar Period  (London and New York, 1978).  
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purpose in mind. 25   The Iron Hindenburg  was thus a typical creation of  a period in which 

film increasingly ascribed meaning to the unprecedented experience of  the First World 

War. 26  Naturally, Hindenburg —  the  hero of  wartime Germany — featured prominently 

in this new genre. 27  

 The Field Marshal had already appeared on German cinema screens in the silent 

propaganda films of  wartime produced to mobilize and entertain cinema audiences at 

home and at the front. Productions such as  Unser Hindenburg  and  Hindenburg — 70. 

Geburtstag im Großen Hauptquartier  featured staged scenes of  the Field Marshal’s birthday 

celebrations in 1917, meetings with the Kaiser, and Hindenburg bathing in his newly 

found glory amidst cheering crowds showering him with flowers. 28  Many of  these 

wartime images were now being recycled in more modern and technologically advanced 

films such as  The Iron Hindenburg , not least with the aim of  lending an air of  authenticity 

to  ‘ documentaries ’  with a clear anti-Republican bias. 29  

 The film premiere took place at the  Primus-Palast , one of  Berlin’s newest and largest 

 ‘ cinema palaces ’  with over 1000 seats. Whilst such venues catered predominantly to 

wealthier, bourgeois cinema audiences in big urban centres, cinema-going was by no 

means a leisure activity consigned to the upper echelons of  German society in the late 

1920s. 30  By 1930, 5,000 cinemas with a total number of  two million seats had been built 

in Germany. 31  The upward trend in visitor numbers would prove remarkably stable: in 

spite of  the crippling effects of  the economic crisis, 4.5 million Germans still went to the 

cinema every week in 1932. 32  Although the socially levelling effects of  the cinema 

experience should not be exaggerated, film clearly provided popular entertainment for a 

mass audience. 33  

  The Iron Hindenburg  ’ s key messages — that Hindenburg’s leadership was Germany’s 

destiny and that he had  ‘ saved ’  the country from the Russians, from postwar domestic strife 

   25   Cf. J. Goergen,  ‘ Der dokumentarische Kontinent. Ein Forschungsbericht ’ , in Kreimeier,  Geschichte , pp. 15 – 43, here 

p. 16. The term  ‘ documentary ’  to describe non-fictional films was not yet in use in Germany at this time. Cf.  ibid ., 

pp. 17 – 21.  

   26   B. Kester,  Film Front Weimar: Representations of the First World War in German Films of the Weimar Period (1919 –

 1933)  (Amsterdam, 2003), p. 11; and R. Rother,  ‘ The Experience of the First World War and the German Film ’ , in M. 

Paris (ed.),  The First World War and Popular Cinema: 1914 to the Present  (Edinburgh, 1999), pp. 217 – 46.  

   27   Germany’s first President, Friedrich Ebert, in contrast, had hardly ever appeared in films, see W. Mühlhausen, 

 Friedrich Ebert 1871 – 1925. Reichspräsident der Weimarer Republik  (Bonn, 2006), p. 788.  

   28   See, for example,  Generalfeldmarschall von Hindenburg  and  Hindenburgs österreichisches Regiment , in 

Bundesarchiv-Militärarchiv, RM3, no. 9901, p. 114. Also  Unser Hindenburg  (1917) and  Hindenburg — 70. Geburtstag 

im Grossen Hauptquartier  (1917), which are analysed in U. Jung and M. Loiperdinger (eds),  Geschichte des doku-

mentarischen Films in Deutschland , vol. 1:  Kaiserreich 1895 – 1918  (Stuttgart, 2005), pp. 448 – 50.  

   29    Stuttgarter Neues Tageblatt  commented that it would generally welcome a Hindenburg film, but that this particular 

documentary was nothing but  ‘ German Nationalist propaganda ’  (22 April 1929), copy in BAB, R601, no. 46, n.p.  

   30   For details of the premiere, see  ibid .; on  ‘ cinema palaces ’ , see K.C. Führer,  ‘ Auf dem Weg zur  “ Massenkultur ” ? Kino 

und Rundfunk in der Weimarer Republik ’ ,  Historische Zeitschrift  ( HZ ), 262 (1996), pp. 739 – 81, here pp. 742 – 3 and 

756.  

   31    Ibid ., p. 742.  

   32    Ibid ., p. 747.  

   33   The view that cinema and radio completely overcame class divisions has been attacked most forcefully by Karl 

Christian Führer, see his  ‘  “ Massenkultur ”  ’ , especially p. 766; Lynn Abrams on the other hand maintains that cinema 

served a socially integrative function: see Abrams,  ‘ From Control to Commercialisation: The Triumph of Mass 

Entertainment in Germany 1900 – 1925? ’ ,  German History , 8 (1990), pp. 278 – 93.  
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and from prolonged international humiliation — clearly perpetuated the central themes of  

the Hindenburg myth. And yet the President and his staff  observed the documentary’s 

production with an eagle eye. They sought to make sure that it was completely in line with 

their officially sanctioned version of  events and would not even implicitly threaten 

Hindenburg’s reputation. Consequently, the Berlin Board of  Film Classification informed 

the film’s producer,   Johannes Häussler, that one line in particular had offended Hindenburg 

personally. In a section on the end of  the war, the subtitles had quoted the Field Marshal as 

saying:  ‘ I am dead tired, but as long as this old body is still good for something, I’ll stand up 

until I collapse. ’  The President obviously considered the new medium too powerful to 

tolerate such blatant allusions to his physical frailty. Häussler, a former member of  the Free 

Corps, who had participated in the Kapp Putsch in 1920, was only too happy to co-operate: 

the contentious scene was swiftly removed from the film. 34  

 While the impact of  these cinematic images on viewers is impossible to measure, the 

shared visual language of  Hindenburg films shows the extent to which his myth was a 

common cultural currency.  Einer für Alle!  ( One for All! ), a talkie directed by Kurt Wessel and 

Heinrich Roellenbleg in 1932 to promote Hindenburg’s re-election, equally reminded 

viewers of  his seminal heroic act — victory at Tannenberg. 35   One for All! —  a title clearly 

playing on the appeal of  the  Volksgemeinschaft  — depicted the invading Russian troops of  

August 1914 as a massive wave rolling over a map of  East Prussia. A giant shadow in the 

shape of  Hindenburg’s iconic square head was then shown approaching from the west. 

After bold letters herald  ‘ Tannenberg! ’  and proclaim  ‘ Victory! Victory! Victory! ’  the 

dark clouds retreat from the map of  East Prussia back towards Russian territory. Even 

with such simple language and limited special effects the film conveyed mythical meaning 

effectively. It portrayed Hindenburg as a larger-than-life figure (the colossal shadow) who 

single-handedly  ‘ saved ’  the German population from dangerous and inhuman (giant 

wave, dark clouds) Russian forces. 

 The events of  August 1914 were also the subject of  a feature film,  Tannenberg , made in 

1932. 36  Directed by the former officer Heinz Paul,  Tannenberg  was part of  a wider trend 

towards films glorifying the Prussian past, which enjoyed tremendous commercial success 

in the 1920s. 37  With no fewer than six war films to his name, Paul was one of  Weimar’s 

most prolific filmmakers, but he has only recently received scholarly attention. Most of  

Paul’s efforts can be read as a German nationalist response to pacifist works such as 

Lewis Milestone’s cinematic adaptation of   All Quiet on the Western Front . 38  

   34   Häussler to Ministerial Council Heinrich Doehle, 10 April 1929, in BAB, R601, no. 46, n.p.; on Häussler’s career in 

Nazi Germany, see P. Zimmermann and K. Hoffmann,  Geschichte des dokumentarischen Films in Deutschland,  vol. 

3:   ‘ Drittes Reich ’  1933 – 1945  (Stuttgart, 2005), especially pp. 546 – 8.  

   35    Einer für Alle!  (1932), copy in BA-FA; on its use in the 1932 campaign, see BAB, R601, no. 389, p. 294. Heinrich 

Roellenbleg was the head of Ufa’s  Wochenschau .  

   36   See BA-FA ,  no. 16691:  ‘ Tannenbergfilm ’ ; a copy of the film has also survived on video tape.  Tannenberg  opened 

simultaneously at  Berlin’s Primus-Palast  and  Titania-Palast  in Sept. 1932, see  ‘ Film der Zeit ’ ,  Berliner Tageblatt , 456 

(25 Sept. 1932).  

   37   H. Regel,  ‘ Die Fridericus-Filme der Weimarer Republik ’ , in A. Marquardt and H. Rathsack (eds),  Preussen im Film  

(Hamburg, 1981), pp. 124 – 34, 237 – 40; U.W. Wolff,  Preussens Glanz und Gloria im Film. Die berühmten deutschen 

Tonfilme über Preussens glorreiche Vergangenheit  (Munich, 1981).  

   38   Kester,  Film Front Weimar,  especially pp. 106, 137 – 8; on the controversy surrounding Milestone’s film, see 

M. Eksteins,  ‘ War, Memory and Politics: The Fate of the Film  “ All Quiet on the Western Front ”  ’ ,  Central European 

History , 13 (1980), pp. 167 – 85.  
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 Shooting  Tannenberg  was a project of  huge proportions costing half  a million 

Reichsmark and involving 8,000 people. 39  The Zurich-based production company 

Praesensfilm GmbH promoted it as a  ‘ documentary on the historic battle ’  although it 

comprised many fictional elements. 40  It portrayed the events of  1914 on two levels. First, 

it re-enacted the political and military events with German actors playing the main 

protagonists. Second, there was a more individualized storyline surrounding the fictional 

character Rittmeister von Arndt, the owner of  an East Prussian estate. 41  These two 

interpretative frameworks allowed Paul to portray Tannenberg both as a battle of  

historical proportions — the work of   ‘ great men ’  — and as a human tragedy affecting the 

lives of  ordinary East Prussians. Small children crying for their mothers and asking with 

innocent eyes whether the  ‘ cossacks really eat dogs ’  were as much part of  the film as 

Hindenburg and Ludendorff  studying military maps. By splitting the plot along these 

lines, the film could invoke the battle as an example of  German heroism and military 

success, while simultaneously letting the cinema audience re-live the sense of  threat and 

fear of  occupation experienced by the German public in August 1914. Protecting 

Germany’s innocence, alleviating individual suffering, German self-defence, anti-

Slavism and military bravery — the most important mythical ingredients of  the battle 42  —

 thus all featured simultaneously in Paul’s 1932 production. 

 Naturally, the film was a powerful reminder of  the roots of  Hindenburg’s adulation. 

Accordingly, an image of  the Field Marshal’s iconic profile was the most prominent 

feature of  the official film poster. The advertisement simply consisted of  a drawing of  

burning houses, Hindenburg’s head looming in the foreground, and  Tannenberg  in bold 

 Sütterlin  printed at the bottom. 43  And yet, despite Hindenburg’s prominence both in the 

film’s storyline and in the film company’s advertisement, the Presidential bureau and the 

Interior Ministry called for far-reaching censorship on the basis of  Karl Koerner’s 

impersonation not  ‘ doing justice to the Reich President’s historical personality ’ . 44  Both 

Hindenburg and his influential right-hand man, State Secretary Otto Meissner, preferred 

a film version in which Hindenburg was a peripheral figure to one in which he was not 

portrayed heroically enough — perhaps suggesting that the Field Marshal’s definitive role 

at Tannenberg was so firmly established in contemporary German collective memory 

that he did not even have to appear in the film at length; his iconic profile on the film 

poster seemed sufficient to drive home the message that he and the battle were inextricably 

linked. 

 The use of  public people’s images in films or film adverts was covered by the 

 Reichlichtspielgesetz  of  1920. 45  On the basis of  the new law all films had to be approved by 

a board of  censors prior to their release. According to §1 films could be banned if  they 

   39   Paul to Meissner, 1 Sep. 1932, in BAB, R601, no. 48, n.p.  

   40    Illustrierter Filmkurier , 1806 (1932), copy in BA-FA ,  no. 16691.  

   41   A plot summary is given in Wolff,  Preussens Glanz , pp. 61 – 2; see also Walter Redmann’s article,  Berliner Morgenpost , 

234 (29 Sept. 1932).  

   42   F.B. Schenk,  ‘ Tannenberg/Grunwald ’ , in E. François and H. Schulze (eds),  Deutsche Erinnerungsorte , vol. 2 (Munich, 

2001), pp. 446 – 457.  

   43    Illustrierter Filmkurier , 1806 (1932); also BA-FA, no. 16691:  ‘ Tannenbergfilm ’ .  

   44   Seeger to Präsidialkanzlei, 23 Sept. 1932, in BAB, R601, no. 48, n.p.  

   45   See H. Liepe (ed.),  Das Lichtspielgesetz vom 12. Mai 1920 mit Ausführungsverordnung und Gebührenordnung  

(Berlin, 1920).  
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posed a threat to public order and security, hurt religious feeling, or damaged Germany’s 

reputation abroad. 46  Although there was no orchestrated political censorship of  German 

films in the Weimar period, the  Reichlichtspielgesetz  provided a sufficient basis for the 

suppression of  films for political reasons. 47  Ernst Seeger, who had taken over the German 

Board of  Film Classification in March 1924, contributed decisively to the politicization 

of  film censorship in Germany. He helped to create a climate in which pacifist and 

republican films were increasingly suppressed, while military  ‘ documentaries ’ , feature 

films glorifying the Prussian past, and Heimat films could show. 48  

  Tannenberg  was not banned outright on the basis of  the original 1920 law, but Paul was 

instead ordered to cut several scenes following a new passage introduced into the 

 Reichlichtspielgesetz  by emergency decree after the political upheavals surrounding  All Quiet 

on the Western Front . According to this  ‘ Lex Remarque ’  of  6 October 1931, films could now 

be wholly or partially censored if  they  ‘ threatened vital interests of  the state ’ . 49  The 

revised law extended the power of  Seeger’s organization to anticipate how the audience 

would perceive a film and what political influence this would wield. With regard to 

 Tannenberg , the censor decided that Koerner allegedly played Hindenburg in an 

inappropriate way, so most of  his scenes had to be cut, because of  the effect this might 

have on audiences. 50  Because the actor’s performance was deemed  ‘ distorting ’  and 

 ‘ degrading ’ , the Board argued that  Tannenberg  constituted the  ‘ threatening of  vital 

interests of  the state represented by the serving President who was elected by the whole 

people. ’  51  

 This decision was striking; it implied that Hindenburg — or more importantly his 

myth — was a vital pillar of  the stability of  the German state. By the autumn of  1932, the 

successive governments of  Heinrich Brüning and Franz von Papen had lacked a 

parliamentary majority for over two years and had functioned only by relying on 

presidential decrees. 52  The writings of  political and legal philosophers, such as Carl 

Schmitt, who advocated circumscribing parliamentary democracy to establish greater 

presidential authority and who considered the President the  ‘ guardian of  the constitution ’ , 

had become increasingly influential. 53  In this political climate the Film Board regarded 

   46   See J.-P. Barbian,  ‘ Politik und Film in der Weimarer Republik. Ein Beitrag zur Kulturpolitik der Jahre 1918 – 1933 ’ , 

 Archiv für Kulturgeschichte , 80, 1 (1998), pp. 213 – 45; and Barbian,  ‘ Filme mit Lücken. Die Lichtspielzensur in der 

Weimarer Republik: Von der sozialethischen Schutzmaßnahme zum politischen Instrument ’ , in U. Jung (ed.),  Der 

deutsche Film. Aspekte seiner Geschichte von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart  (Trier, 1993), pp. 51 – 78; also 

K. Kreimeier,  The Ufa Story: A History of Germany’s Greatest Film Company 1918 – 1945  (New York, 1996).  

   47   Barbian,  ‘ Politik und Film ’ , p. 233; On the specific Nazi deployment of film, see G. Paul,  Aufstand der Bilder. Die 

NS-Propaganda vor 1933  (Bonn, 1990).  

   48   Seeger had already worked for the Oberste Heeresleitung’s  Bild-und Filmamt  during the First World War and would 

serve as the head of Goebbels ’  Propaganda Ministry’s film department. H.-M. Bock,  ‘ Ernst Seeger — Jurist, Zensor ’ , 

in  CineGraph. Lexikon zum deutschsprachigen Film  (20th edn, Hamburg, 1992), pp. 456 – 9.  

   49   Barbian,  ‘ Politik und Film ’ , p. 237.  

   50   Seeger to Hindenburg’s office, 23 Sep. 1932, in BAB, R601, no. 48, n.p.  

   51    Ibid . In what way exactly Koerner’s performance was  ‘ degrading ’  was not made clear in the censor’s report, but the 

wording implied that Koerner simply appeared too ordinary and not heroic and  ‘ historically great ’  enough.  

   52   See further W. Pyta,  ‘ Die Präsidialgewalt in der Weimar Republik ’ , in M.-L. Recker (ed.),  Parlamentarismus in Europa. 

Deutschland, England und Frankreich im Vergleich  (Munich, 2004), pp. 65 – 96.  
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protecting Hindenburg’s authority as crucial. Upholding the notion that he had played 

an extraordinary role at Tannenberg nearly twenty years earlier was interpreted as a 

 ‘ vital interest of  the state ’ . The censorship proceedings against Paul’s film therefore not 

only illustrate to what extent the Hindenburg myth, which had originated at Tannenberg, 

fed his authority as Reich President, but also the extent to which even agencies not by 

definition in charge of  mythmaking considered this state of  affairs a given.  

  II: Speaking on the Wireless 
 At 8 pm on 24 April 1925 Hindenburg made German broadcasting history. 54  Radio had 

been introduced in Germany two years earlier, but the speech the Field Marshal and 

presidential candidate gave during the so-called  Reichssendung  that day was the first 

programme broadcast simultaneously throughout Germany by hooking up various 

stations. 55  At this stage roughly one million Germans owned a radio. 56  By 1927, the 

figure had risen to 2.2 million and, in late 1932, 4.2 million German households were 

equipped with the modern technology. Considering that several family members 

   53   C. Schmitt,  Der Hüter der Verfassung  (Tübingen, 1931), p. 89; on the influence of Schmitt’s thinking, see also W.J. 

Mommsen,  Max Weber and German Politics 1890 – 1920  (Chicago and London, 1984), p. 384.  

   54   Several of Hindenburg’s radio speeches have survived in the  Deutsches Rundfunkarchiv  in Wiesbaden.  

   55   A permanent national broadcasting station would not be established until 1930: see Führer,  ‘  “ Massenkultur ”  ’ , 

p. 779. On Hindenburg’s speech in 1925, see also G. Schultze-Pfaelzer,  Wie Hindenburg Reichspräsident wurde. 

Persönliche Eindrücke aus seiner Umgebung vor und nach der Wahl  (Berlin, 1925), pp, 34 – 6.  

   56   Statistisches Bundesamt Wiesbaden (ed.),  Bevölkerung und Wirtschaft 1872 – 1972  (Stuttgart, 1972), p. 209.  

  
 Figure 26.13  :    A still of Karl Koerner as Hindenburg in  Tannenberg  (Heinz Paul, 1932). 
  Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv , fol. 16691.    
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normally used one radio, it is estimated that 10 – 11 million people regularly listened to 

the wireless in the Republic’s final year. 57  

 The German government had been concerned about potential misuse of  this new 

instrument of  mass communication and had regulated the airwaves from the very 

beginning. Radio programming was centrally organized and state-supervised and was 

explicitly meant to be apolitical. 58  Such state censorship was not strictly bipartisan, 

however. Even if  radio played no major role in any of  the  Reichstag  election campaigns, it 

featured prominently in the presidential contests of  1925 and 1932. 59  Whereas 

Hindenburg and the republican candidate Wilhelm Marx had both been allowed to 

broadcast their speeches in the run-up to the second round of  voting in 1925, the 

Communist party leader and presidential candidate Ernst Thälmann had been excluded 

from using the new medium. In the 1932 campaign the pro-Hindenburg bias was even 

more obvious: neither of  the serving President’s opponents, Hitler or Thälmann, were 

allowed to broadcast election speeches. 60  Hindenburg, on the other hand, was given 

extensive airtime on 10 March 1932 to transmit a lengthy speech outlining his decision to 

run again and calling on the German people to unify at a time of  economic hardship and 

general crisis. 61  The President’s  ‘ reassuring and fatherly voice ’  had a comforting effect 

on some. 62  Immediately after the speech had been broadcast Kurt Hilbert, a teacher 

from a small village near Halle, described his impressions in a letter addressed to the 

President. Hilbert and about twenty of  his neighbours had gathered in his front room to 

listen to the wireless; it had been a real  ‘ event ’  in their eyes. So moved had Hilbert been 

by the occasion he had to cancel his plans for the rest of  the evening. 63  The speech had an 

equally strong effect on Ellinor Elbertshagen from Berlin, who also sat down to write a 

letter immediately following the broadcast. She had been sitting in front of  a framed 

picture of  Hindenburg while listening to his speech. At a time when many of  his erstwhile 

supporters apparently deserted him by supporting Adolf  Hitler in the elections, 

Elbertshagen pledged eternal loyalty to the man who  ‘ remains Germany’s 

saviour ’  — Hindenburg. 64  

 Because the government had shown no willingness to relinquish its central control of  

the radio, Communist activists had come up with a creative way of  appropriating the 

medium a few months earlier. To mark the New Year, Hindenburg gave a speech in the 

   57   Führer,  ‘  “ Massenkultur ”  ’ , p. 767.  

   58   On the history of German broadcasting, see U. Heitger,  Vom Zeitzeichen zum politischen Führungsmittel. 

Entwicklungstendenzen und Strukturen der Nachrichtenprogramme des Rundfunks in der Weimarer Republik 

1923 – 1932  (Münster, 2003); and J.-F. Leonhard (ed.),  Programmgeschichte des Hörfunks in der Weimarer Republik , 

2 vols. (Munich, 1997), on Hindenburg especially, see vol. 1, pp. 482 – 3.  

   59   D. Lau,  Wahlkämpfe der Weimarer Republik. Propaganda und Programme der politischen Parteien bei den Wahlen 

zum Deutschen Reichstag von 1924 bis 1930  (Marburg, 1995), p. 233.  

   60   Paul,  Aufstand , p. 195.  

   61   See BAB, R601, no. 389, pp. 126 – 7, 270 – 1, 295, and BAB, R601, no. 372, pp. 36, 125. The full speech was printed 

in  Wolffs Telegraphisches Bureau , no. 535, 10 March 1932, BAB, R601, no. 372, p. 185. The speech can be listened 

to at  www.dhm.de/lemo/objekte/sound/hind/index.ram . Reich Chancellor Heinrich Brüning and other Cabinet 

Ministers spoke in favour of Hindenburg on the wireless the same week, too.  

   62    New York Times  (23 Nov. 1930), p. 3, cited in H. Hardt,  In the Company of Media: Cultural Constructions of 

Communications, 1920s – 1930s  (Oxford, 2000), p. 96.  

   63   Hilbert to Hindenburg, 10 March 1932, BAB, R601, no. 376, p. 53.  

   64   BAB, R601, no. 376, p. 52.  

http://www.dhm.de/lemo/objekte/sound/hind/index.ram
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evening of  31 December 1931. 65  Just as in 1925 and 1932, his speech was broadcast 

nationally. Not just German radio listeners were to hear the Reich President’s words; 

because he was expected to make statements on the direction of  foreign policy and on 

reparations, his statement aroused great interest abroad. The speech, which Hindenburg 

read out in a rather monotonous and stilted fashion, was broadcast on all of  the USA’s 

200 radio channels, and to listeners in Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland and 

Denmark. 66  Just at the moment when Hindenburg likened Germany’s position of  

1931/32 to the events at Tannenberg in 1914, and called on all Germans to  ‘ stand 

together loyally and united in fate ’  to master all coming hardship, the broadcast was 

interrupted suddenly. An unidentifiable male voice shouting  ‘ Red Front ’ ,  ‘ Long live the 

Soviet Union ’ ,  ‘ Down with the Emergency Decrees ’ , and calling for mass strike action 

was audible as Hindenburg’s voice faded into the background. 67  

 As the subsequent investigation by the Berlin police uncovered, three Communist 

workers, one of  whom had previously been employed as a radio technician, had dug up 

the radio cable leading to the main transmitter in Königswusterhausen near Berlin, had 

cut open the lead mantling, removed the isolation material, and had attached their own 

microphone to the single cable broadcasting Hindenburg’s speech. 68  Manuals on the 

home production of  transmitters circulated widely in the Weimar years, and by 

orchestrating interruptions of  official broadcasts the  Arbeiter-Radio-Bewegung  (workers ’  

radio movement) had frequently sought to influence the medium from the receivers ’  

side. 69  Knowing that a mass of  listeners was hanging on Hindenburg’s words the three 

Berlin Communists had chosen their moment in true agitprop style. Although the radio 

technicians in charge had immediately moved the Hindenburg broadcast to a secure 

line, and even if  the Communist interruptions had only been audible in Berlin, the press 

coverage of  the event and the police investigation over the next few weeks magnified the 

attention the stunt received — with the result that even the foreign press reported the 

incident widely. 70  

 This Communist agitprop feat remained exceptional, however, and did not undermine 

Hindenburg’s presence on the radio in the long term. 71  Because of  the biased regulation 

of  interwar radio, Hindenburg, whose limited oratorical skills would have made him an 

improbable broadcasting star in a more competitive radio market, was able to put his 

stamp on the new medium between 1925 and 1933. The hegemony of  his voice on 

German radio — a medium symbolic for mobilizing national fantasy — fostered his status 

as a symbol of  Weimar. Hindenburg’s speeches on the wireless did, of  course, not create 

the cult — he was already a mythical figure. They did, however, make for a sense of  

immediacy and contact on a truly mass scale. Considering that the different German 

   65   The speech can be listened to online at  www.dhm.de/lemo/objekte/sound/hindenburg/index.ram .  

   66    Berliner Tageblatt  (3 Jan. 1932);  12-Uhr-Blatt  (31 Dec. 1931), copies of both articles in Landesarchiv Berlin (hence-

forth LAB), A. Pr. Br. Rep. 030, Tit. 90, no. 7522, pp. 168, 151.  

   67   LAB, A. Pr. Br. Rep. 030 Tit. 90, no. 7522;  Rote Fahne  (3 Jan. 1932),  Berliner Tageblatt  (2 Jan. 1932).  

   68    LAB , A. Pr. Br. Rep. 030 Tit. 90, no. 7522.  

   69   Lau,  Wahlkämpfe , p. 232; also B. Currid,  A National Accoustics: Music and Mass Publicity in Weimar and Nazi 

Germany  (Minneapolis, 2006), pp. 31 – 2.  

   70   See  ‘ Politisches Weltecho ’ ,  Vossische Zeitung  (2 Jan. 1932).  

   71   On the Nazis ’  emulation of the Communist stunt in March 1932, see H.A. Winkler,  Weimar ,  1918 – 1933. Die 

Geschichte der ersten deutschen Demokratie  (Munich, 1993), p. 453.  

http://www.dhm.de/lemo/objekte/sound/hindenburg/index.ram
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broadcasting stations were generally federalist — especially predating the establishment 

of  a national station in 1930 — with radio programming differing substantially from 

region to region, it was crucial that his speeches mobilized a national audience from the 

outset. 72  Hindenburg’s speech of  April 1925 was the initial shared listening experience 

of  millions of  people, transmitting the voice of  the man whose image had been so 

ubiquitous for over a decade into the privacy of  German homes for the very first time.  

  III: Home Stories and Popular Novels 
 The upsurge in nationalist films glorifying the war experience from the mid-1920s had 

its literary equivalent in the publication of  front novels, particularly from 1930 onwards. 

The mass popularity of  these books is a phenomenon which is central to judging Weimar 

Germany’s literary scene. For every anti-war novel by Erich Maria Remarque or Ludwig 

Renn there were the huge book sales of  nationalist writers such as Ernst Jünger, Hans 

Grimm, Hans Zöberlein, and Josef  Magnus Wehner. 73  Authors such as Wehner 

composed their works specifically to counter the negative image of  war put forward in 

pacifist works and often invoked myth as an escape from rationalism. 74  

 Werner Beumelburg, a former soldier and officer, who had worked as a journalist for 

the national liberal  Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung  in the early 1920s, was one of  the most 

prolific representatives of  this new literary genre. He dealt with his experiences at Verdun 

in several books, especially in his front novel  Gruppe Bosemüller. Der Roman des Frontsoldaten , 

published in 1930, which was marketed as a nationalist equivalent of  Remarque and 

became a bestseller. 75  The previous year Beumelburg had published his novel  Sperrfeuer 

um Deutschland , a pseudo-historical work offering a bird’s eye view of  Germany’s wartime 

experiences, which appeared adorned with the President’s foreword. 76  The book 

portrayed the German army as a heroic and victorious entity, and concluded with a 

chapter on Germany falling victim to the humiliating treatment by the Entente under 

the telling title  ‘  Vae Victis  ’  ( ‘ Woe to the conquered ’ ). All of  Beumelburg’s works were 

published by the Oldenburg-based military publisher Stalling, which had also been 

commissioned by the  Reichsarchiv  to publish the forty-volume series  Schlachten des Weltkrieges , 

a semi-official and popularly written history of  the battles of  the First World War with a 

   72   On the federalist structure of German broadcasting, see Führer,  ‘  “ Massenkultur ”  ’ , pp. 780 – 1.  

   73   See, for example, E.M. Remarque,  Im Westen nichts Neues  (1929); L. Renn,  Krieg  (1928); E. Jünger,  In Stahlgewittern  

(Berlin, 1920); H. Grimm,  Volk ohne Raum , 2 vols (1926); H. Zöberlein,  Der Glaube an Deutschland  (1931); J.M. 

Wehner,  Sieben vor Verdun  (1929); Wehner would go on to publish popular military literature in the Nazi period, 

such as his book on Hindenburg of 1935 praising the deceased Field Marshal as an anti-Slavonic hero, whose exam-

ple should guide Germany in a future war against the Soviet Union, see  Hindenburg  (Leipzig, 1935); further, see 

J.W. Baird,  ‘ Literarische Reaktionen auf den Ersten Weltkrieg. Josef Magnus Wehner und der Traum von einem 

neuen Reich ’ , in D. Papenfuss and W. Schieder (eds),  Deutsche Umbrüche im 20. Jahrhundert  (Cologne/Weimar, 

2000), pp. 15 – 38.  

   74   Baird,  ‘ Literarische Reaktionen ’ ; T.F. Schneider and H. Wagener (eds),  Von Richthofen bis Remarque. Deutschsprachige 

Prosa zum I. Weltkrieg  (Amsterdam and New York, 2003); also J. Hermand and F. Trommler,  Die Kultur der Weimarer 

Republik  (Munich, 1978), p. 47.  

   75   On the works of Beumelburg, see J.-P. Barbian,  Literaturpolitik im  ‘ Dritten Reich ’ . Institutionen, Kompetenzen, 

Betätigungsfelder  (Munich, 1995), pp. 75 – 8.  

   76   Meissner to Gerhard Stalling, 7 Aug. 1929, BAB, R601, no. 46, n.p.; on Stalling’s correspondence with Meissner see 

also Weber,  Büro , pp. 253 – 7.  
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nationalist conservative bias. Stalling further distributed the equally popular multi-

volume series  Erinnerungsblätter deutscher Regimente . 77  

 In order to secure Hindenburg’s endorsement of  Beumelburg’s novel, Gerhard 

Stalling had sent a copy to the President’s office explicitly inviting criticism and requests 

for changes to be made. 78  Hindenburg and Meissner did not pass up the chance of  

putting their own spin on a novel that included a lengthy passage on Tannenberg and 

was to be promoted heavily. Meissner, Under-Secretary of  State Heinrich Doehle, and 

Hindenburg himself  all read Beumelburg’s manuscript and insisted on detailed changes. 

Hindenburg was keen on altering a chapter dealing with the Kaiser’s abdication so that 

the details would be in line with a version of  the events of  9 November 1918 that he had 

sanctioned in 1919. 79  Meissner, on the other hand, was eager to change Beumelburg’s 

account of  the events at Tannenberg, but did allegedly not discuss his concerns with the 

President. 80  Reading the manuscript the State Secretary had gained the impression that 

Ludendorff  featured too prominently on its pages. Consequently he insisted to Stalling 

that Hindenburg had been Tannenberg’s true architect. 81  Eventually, Stalling and 

Beumelburg agreed to the exact wording of  all the changes proposed:  ‘ Hinter Ludendorffs 

Stirn arbeiten die Gedanken ’  was simply substituted with  ‘ Hinter Hindenburgs Stirn 

arbeiten die Gedanken ’  and a passage on Ludendorff ’s nerves and Hindenburg’s 

calmness and leadership during crucial moments of  the battle was inserted into the 

text. 82  The publisher, who was keen to secure Hindenburg’s foreword to the novel as a 

marketing tool, readily complied with the demands. Just as in the case of  Heinz Paul’s 

cinematic adaptation of  Tannenberg, the President exercised image control even over a 

popular genre by definition conducive to his veneration. 

 Popular fiction and specialist illustrated publications were not the only printed formats, 

however, in which the Hindenburg myth figured prominently in the 1920s and early 

1930s. 83  The expanding illustrated press was also a platform on which Hindenburg’s 

   77    Schlachten des Weltkrieges , 40 vols. (Oldenburg, 1922 – 1930);  Erinnerungsblätter deutscher Regimenter , 372 vols. 

(Oldenburg, 1920 – 1942); on these Stalling publications see also Pöhlmann,  Kriegsgeschichte , pp. 55, 194 – 202.  

   78   Stalling to Meissner, 3 Aug. 1929, BAB, R601, no. 46, 34a.  

   79   Hindenburg was keen not to appear as the chief instigator of the Kaiser’s  ‘ flight ’  into exile. He stuck to the version of 

events presented in a co-authored newspaper article throughout his career, see  Kreuz-Zeitung , 348 (27 July 1919); 

on the Kaiser’s departure as a  ‘ flight ’  into exile, see M. Kohlrausch,  ‘ Die Deutung der  “ Flucht ”  Wilhelms II. als 

Fallbeispiel der Rezeption des wilhelminischen Kaisertums ’ , in W. Neugebauer and R. Pröve (eds),  Agrarische 

Verfassung und politische Struktur. Studien zur Gesellschaftsgeschichte Preußens 1700 – 1918  (Berlin, 1998), 

pp. 325 – 47.  

   80   Meissner stongly insisted that he himself had been the architect of the changes he put forward and that he had not 

informed Hindenburg. In spite of Meissner’s growing influence this account is strongly questionable — Hindenburg 

could well have been consulted, but may have preferred not be involved personally to guard his reputation. See 

Meissner to Stalling, 7 Aug. 1929, BAB, R601, no. 46, n.p.  

   81    Ibid .  

   82   Stalling to Meissner, 11 Sep. 1929, BAB, R601, no. 46, n.p.  

   83   A bibliography of 1938, not even counting unfavourable works, listed no fewer than 3,000 Hindenburg articles and 

books. Deutsche Bücherei (ed.),  Hindenburg-Bibliographie. Verzeichnis der Bücher und Zeitschriftenaufsätze von 

und über den Reichspräsidenten Generalfeldmarschall von Hindenburg  (Leipzig, 1938). In addition to the front nov-

els, Hindenburg’s media presence was further enhanced by numerous large-size illustrated coffee-table books with 

a nationalist-conservative bias. Paul Lindenberg’s  Hindenburg-Denkmal für das deutsche Volk , published in various 

editions between 1922 and 1935, selling over 145,000 copies, was one such example. Two-thirds of its articles were 

on the subject of Hindenburg’s military career.  
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image was shaped and from which his fame was spread. By the 1920s, tabloids, 

broadsheets and party political papers used a growing number of  images, and published 

photo-illustrated weekly supplements. 84  Illustrated papers, such as Scherl’s  Die Woche  and 

Ullstein’s  Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung  ( BIZ ) offered popular entertainment ranging from 

reports on exotic foreign countries and sensationalist crime stories to coverage of  sports 

and film celebrities. 85  Political events did not take centre stage — sometimes only two out 

of  thirty-six pages dealt with political topics. 86  According to Kurt Korff,  BIZ’s  editor, his 

policy was to present  ‘ all events [ … ] in pictures with an eye to the visually dramatic and 

excluding everything that was visually uninteresting. ’  87  Hindenburg’s numerous public 

appearances, the staged celebrations with their parades and gathering crowds, and his 

frequent travels made interesting visual fare and turned the President into an ideal 

subject for the new medium. His iconic image was well known throughout Germany and 

the success of  Hindenburg adverts, books, and films provided ample evidence for the 

near-insatiable consumer demand for all things Hindenburg-related. Consequently, the 

Reich President was the undisputed star of  the genre after 1925; no other politician was 

pictured as frequently in the major illustrated weeklies. The coverage of  Hindenburg’s 

eightieth birthday in particular exemplifies his visual dominance:  Berliner Illustrierte 

Zeitung ,  Die Woche ,  Die deutsche Illustrierte ,  Die Gartenlaube ,  Wochenschau ,  Das Illustrierte Blatt , 

 Kölnische Illustrierte Zeitung ,  Der deutsche Rundfunk ,  Funkstunde ,  Hackebeils Illustrierte , and  Der 

Welt Spiegel —  in short, the main illustrated papers sold at Germany’s newsstands —

 featured the iconic birthday boy on the front cover. 88  

 Despite their supposedly apolitical stance the political affiliations of  the illustrated 

papers ’  respective publishing houses influenced their news coverage. The conservative, 

Hugenberg-owned  Die Woche , for instance, put more emphasis on Hindenburg’s career 

as a soldier and showed him more often in military uniform than a publication such as 

Ullstein’s  Berliner Illustrirte , which placed more visual and textual emphasis on 

Hindenburg’s republican role. 89  The 1927 Hindenburg souvenir issue of   Die Woche , for 

instance, included several articles on his military life —  ‘  Der Kadett  ’ ,  ‘  Mein Leutnant 

   84   W. Marckwardt,  Die Illustrierten der Weimarer Zeit. Publizistische Funktion, ökonomische Entwicklung und inhaltli-

che Tendenzen  (Munich, 1982), p. 100; on the tabloid and illustrated press, see B. Fulda,  Press and Politics in Berlin 

1924 – 1930  (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Cambridge, 2003); and Fulda,  ‘ Die Politik der  “ Unpolitischen ” . 

Die Boulevard-und Massenpresse in den zwanziger und dreissiger Jahren ’ , (MS 2004). I am grateful to Bernhard 

Fulda for making both manuscripts available to me.  

   85   See H. Stahr,  Fotojournalismus zwischen Exotismus und Rassismus. Darstellungen von Schwarzen und Indianern in 

Foto-Text-Artikeln deutscher Wochenillustrierter 1919 – 1939  (Hamburg, 2004).  

   86   D. Kerbs,  ‘ Die illustrierte Presse am Ende der Weimarer Republik ’ , in Kerbs and H. Stahr (eds),  Berlin 1932. Das letzte 

Jahr der ersten deutschen Republik  (Berlin, 1992), pp. 68 – 89, here p. 77.  

   87    BIZ  editor Kurt Korff, in  Fünfzig Jahre Ullstein (1877 – 1927)  (Berlin, 1927), pp. 279 – 303, English translation in 

A. Kaes, M. Jay and E. Dimendberg (eds),  The Weimar Republic Sourcebook  (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1994), 

pp. 646 – 7.  

   88   In contrast, Friedrich Ebert’s 50th birthday in 1921 had not received much publicity at all. This suggests that the near-

regal coverage of Hindenburg’s 80th birthday was so exceptional that it can only be explained by the disproportion-

ate interest readers took in all things Hindenburg-related. On the lack of celebrations of Ebert’s birthdays, see 

Mühlhausen,  Ebert , pp. 13, 991. For a list of all illustrated weeklies published in the Weimar years, see Marckwardt, 

 Die Illustrierten , pp. 52 – 66. The illustrations on the covers of  Hackebeils Illustrierte  and  BIZ  were clearly modelled on 

Louis Oppenheim’s Hindenburg war loan poster of 1917 ( Fig. 26.15 ).  

   89   See, for example, the images in  BIZ , 24 and 26 (14 and 28 June 1931); and the cover and inside pages of  Hackebeils 

Illustrierte , 19 (7 May 1925).  
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Hindenburg  ’ ,  ‘  Kamerad Hindenburg  ’ , and  ‘  Der General  ’ . 90  At the same time, however, even the 

Scherl weekly showed Hindenburg in civilian clothes both on the front page of  the 

birthday issue and on the official birthday photograph for the paper. 91  And both Scherl’s 

and Ullstein’s illustrated publications printed a large number of   ‘ human-interest ’  stories 

on the President:  ‘  Hindenburg als Jäger  ’  and  ‘  Erinnerungen an Frau von Hindenburg  ’ , focusing on 

his leisure activities and family life, were typical formats as was  ‘  Ein Arbeitstag des 

Reichspräsidenten  ’  summing up a typical day for the President with photographs of  

  
 Figure 26.14  :    Illustrated papers at a German newsstand, around Hindenburg’s eightieth birthday. 
 Paul Lindenberg (Ed.),  Hindenburg-Denkmal für das deutsche Volk  (Berlin, 1929), p. 3.    

   90    Die Woche. Erinnerungsheft  (Berlin, Oct. 1927).  

   91   For other pictures of Hindenburg in civilian clothes published in Scherl’s weekly see  Die Woche , 48 (28 Nov. 1925); 

13 (26 March 1927); 6 (11 Feb. 1928); 7 (18 Feb. 1928).  
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Hindenburg’s office and public appearances. 92  The differences in the presentational 

style of  the illustrated papers were rather subtle given the deep political polarization of  

Weimar’s broadsheet and tabloid press. This coverage not only formed a substantial part 

of  the President’s media presence, but extended and diversified the readership profile of  

Hindenburg stories, thus rooting the personality cult surrounding him more deeply in 

Weimar Germany’s cultural life. 93   

  IV: Branding Hindenburg 
 In 1915 the left-wing journalist Robert Breuer had assumed strategic calculations 

behind the mass of  Hindenburg memorabilia that had begun to flood the country since 

the Field Marshal had shot to fame the previous year. The government’s underlying 

objective was  ‘ the penetration of  people’s instincts with hope and trust in the symbol of  

victory ’ , he speculated. 94  While his judgement on the effects of  such products may have 

been correct, Breuer was mistaken in assuming strategic top-down control. The 

Imperial German government had issued no propagandistic guidelines to this effect. 

And yet, Hindenburg’s image could be found on all sorts of  commercial articles and 

household goods such as cups, vases and plates, card games, children’s toys and boxes 

of  matches. 95  Mouth organs with a Hindenburg design were among the most popular 

models sent to soldiers at the front and, by 1915, 150 different cigar makers sold the 

brand  ‘ Hindenburg Cigar ’ . 96  The producers of  such goods had obviously realized that 

 ‘ Hindenburg sells ’ . 

 More sophisticated strategies of  consumer targeting only gradually began to establish 

themselves in the 1920s. By introducing visuals advertisers no longer had to rely on 

appealing to consumers ’  rational choice, but could appeal to their emotions on a 

connotative level — by associating their products with the particular emotive images 

depicted in their adverts. 97  Since the new profession of   ‘  Werbefachmann  ’  or 

   92    Die Woche , 40 (1 Oct. 1927);  BIZ , 40 (Oct. 1927); see also  BIZ  (11 Nov. 1928). Such  ‘ human interest ’  formats were 

typical for Weimar’s illustrated weeklies, see Marckwardt,  Die Illustrierten , p. 128. Hindenburg’s predecessor Ebert, 

on the other hand, had shied away from such formats to popularize himself. See Mühlhausen,  Ebert , pp. 782 – 4, 

787.  

   93   The readership of illustrated papers consisted mainly of white-collar workers and low-ranking civil servants, who 

may not have taken as active an interest in coverage of Hindenburg’s political decisions in the party political papers. 

On the readership profile see Marckwardt,  Die Illustrierten , p. 109.  

   94    Die Schaubühne , 42 (21 Oct. 1915). After 1918  Die Schaubühne  was published as  Die Weltbühne.   

   95   On children’s toys, see H. Hoffmann,  ‘  “ Schwarzer Peter im Weltkrieg ” . Die deutsche Spielwarenindustrie 1914 –

 1918 ’ , in G. Hirschfeld  et al.  (eds),  Kriegserfahrungen. Studien zur Sozial- und Mentalitätengeschichte des Ersten 

Weltkrieges  (Essen, 1997), pp. 323 – 40.  

   96   H. Berghoff,  ‘ Patriotismus und Geschäftssinn im Krieg. Eine Fallstudie aus der Musikinstrumentenindustrie ’ , in 

Hirschfeld,  Kriegserfahrungen , p. 262 – 82, esp. p. 266; Anonymous,  Hindenburg der Retter der Ostmarken — sein 

Leben und Wirken  (Leipzig, 1915).  

   97   S. Haas,  ‘ Die neue Welt der Bilder. Werbung und visuelle Kultur der Moderne ’ , in P. Borscheid and C. Wischermann 

(eds),  Bilderwelt des Alltags. Werbung in der Konsumgesellschaft des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts  (Stuttgart, 1995), 

pp. 64 – 89, here pp. 69 – 70; after the war, applied psychologists started to test the recognition value of particular 

brands and images, which provided advertising agents with valuable information. See F. Jaspert,  ‘ Werbepsychologie. 

Grundlinien ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung ’ , in F. Stoll (ed.),  Die Psychologie des 20. Jahrhunderts , vol. 13: 

 Anwendungen im Berufsleben. Arbeits  Wirtschafts- und Verkehrspsychologie  (Zurich, 1981), pp. 170 – 189, here 

p. 174.  
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 ‘  Gebrauchsgraphiker  ’  (advertising agent) had emerged in the early 1900s, advertising had 

become a more specialized industry. By the 1920s, advertising psychology was a 

discipline of  its own and had been established as a subject at German universities. This 

new breed of  specialists regarded consumers as guidable by playing on their fears, 

desires and yearning for elevated social status. 98  Rather than applying American 

advertising techniques without modifications, German specialists recognized that their 

chances of  success were improved by using familiar codes and a culturally established 

visual language. 99  Learning how to decode images is a gradual process. Crucially, 

German consumers had received much of  this visual training during the First World 

War. Advertising specialists had introduced visual elements into German war 

propaganda, most notably into the war loan campaigns. Lucian Bernhard and Louis 

Oppenheim, who had both made a name for themselves as  Gebrauchsgraphiker  prior to 

1914, were even employed by the  Reichsbank  in charge of  organizing the war loan 

campaigns. 100  Hence, the visual styles of  German advertising and of  political 

propaganda posters and postcards were strongly linked from the outset. Accordingly, 

Louis Oppenheim, who continued to work as a prominent advertising agent in the 

1920s, had also been the creator of  a famous Hindenburg war loan poster in 1917. The 

poster featured a drawing of  Hindenburg’s cut-out head on a white background, 

looking adamantly at the observer — an image emulated widely during the Weimar 

years. 101    

 This human interconnectedness between war propaganda and commercial design 

may serve to explain why Hindenburg’s image lent itself  so readily to its utilization in 

advertising — its iconography had been coined by advertising specialists in the first place. 

Consequently, visual depictions of  Hindenburg simply featuring his square head, small 

eyes, stoical features and grand moustache did not just work well in the election campaigns 

of  1925 and 1932, but were also constantly recycled in the illustrated press and, more 

specifically, to market commercial products. As a result, Weimar advertisers could tap 

into the huge resource of  connotations Hindenburg’s image offered and could profit 

immensely from associating their (often random) products with the embodiment of  

German wartime virtues and heroism. Hindenburg became one of  Germany’s first true 

advertising icons — selling anything from cars to liver sausage — heralding a development 

   98   The standard German work on advertising psychology of the 1920s was T. König,  Die Psychologie der Reklame  

(Würzburg, 1922); see also A. Schug,  ‘ Wegbereiter der modernen Absatzwerbung in Deutschland. Advertising 

Agencies und die Amerikanisierung der deutschen Werbebranche in der Zwischenkriegszeit ’ , in  WerkstattGeschichte , 

12 (2003), pp. 29 – 52, esp. p. 34; S. Haas,  ‘ Psychologen, Künstler, Ökonomen. Das Selbstverständnis der 

Werbetreibenden zwischen Fin de Siècle und Nachkriegszeit ’ , in Borscheid,  Bilderwelt , pp. 78 – 89, esp. p. 85; also 

Ross,  ‘ Mass Politics  ‘ , p. 190.  

   99   Cf. Schug,  ‘ Wegbereiter ’ , p. 35.  

   100   H. Gebhardt,  ‘ Organisierte Kommunikation als Herrschaftstechnik. Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte staatlicher 

Öffentlichkeitsarbeit ’ , in  Publizistik. Vierteljahrshefte für Kommunikationsforschung , 39 (1994), pp. 175 – 89.  

   101   See fn 88. Using heads on election posters was surprisingly rare in the 1920s. The use of Hindenburg’s portrait dur-

ing the campaign of 1925, and again in 1932, was exceptional in this regard. The Nazis would not use Hitler’s face 

until the presidential contest of 1932 — again clearly emulating the well-established Hindenburg iconography. Cf. 

S. Behrenbeck,  ‘  “ Der Führer ” . Die Einführung eines politischen Markenartikels ’ , in R. Gries and G. Diesener (eds), 

 Propaganda in Deutschland. Zur Geschichte der politischen Massenbeeinflussung im 20. Jahrhundert  (Darmstadt, 

1996), pp. 51 – 78, here pp. 55 – 6.  
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 Figure 26.15  :    Poster by Louis Oppenheim (1917):  ‘ Those who subscribe to the war loan give me my most 
beautiful birthday present! von Hindenburg ’ . 
  ‘ Plakate und Drucksachen zur 7. Kriegsanleihe ’ ,  Das Plakat , 9 (1918), pp. 33-35.    
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which was to become one of  the defining features of  Germany’s affluent society following 

the Second World War. 102   

 The  ‘ Hindenburg brand ’  worked on a variety of  levels and was invoked to promote 

products of  all kinds. Some of  the most prominent Hindenburg adverts targeted 

members of  the middle classes who aspired to bettering themselves socially. 103  The 

German car manufacturer Opel, for example, placed a full-page advert into the 

 ‘ Hindenburg ’  issue of  the illustrated Scherl weekly  Die Woche  in 1927. 104  The 

advertisement featured the President on his eightieth birthday in Berlin being driven past 

  
 Figure 16.16  :     ‘ Reich President v. Hindenburg in the new Opel car ’ ,  Die Woche , 40 (1 Oct. 1927). 
  Bundesarchiv-Militärarchiv , N429, no. 12, 49.    

   102   See Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (ed.),  Prominente in der Werbung. Da weiss man, was 

man hat  (Mainz, 2001), especially the articles by Jürgen Reiche,  ‘ Von Bismarck zu Zlatko oder wer ist prominent ’ , 

pp. 15 – 38; and Clemens Wischermann,  ‘ Wirtschaftswerbung in der Konsumgesellschaft — historische Entwicklung ’ , 

pp. 78 – 95. Bismarck’s and Kaiser Wilhelm II’s images had also appeared on many products and their names, too, 

were used to market all kinds of goods until 1914. Because the illustrated press was less significant, and because 

German advertising was much less specialized before the 1920s, however, such adverts were less sophisticated and 

did not play as subtly with the emotional connotations of either Wilhelm II’s or Bismarck’s public veneration. On 

Bismarck memorabilia see K. Breitenborn,  Bismarck. Kult und Kitsch um den Reichsgründer  (Frankfurt/Main and 

Leipzig, 1990).  

   103   Cf.  ibid ., p. 18; on the target audience of car advertisements in the 1920s see G. Bechstein,  Automobilwerbung von 

1890 bis 1935. Versuch einer semiotischen Analyse früher Automobilannoncen  (Bochum, 1987), pp. 413 – 4. 

Hindenburg advertisements were, however, by no means consigned to products used predominantly by a single 

class. His image could be found on purely decorative items, such as crystal vases and teapots, which probably ap-

pealed much more to female bourgeois shoppers, but was simultaneously found on mouth organs used by soldiers 

from all backgrounds during the First World War, and on tobacco products and boxes of matches — consumed dis-

proportionately by people from lower class backgrounds. Cf. also n 114 below.  

   104    Die Woche , 40 (1 Oct. 1927).  
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a parade of  cheering onlookers in an open car — of  course an Opel. This advert took on 

the Hindenburg brand in a number of  ways: on one level it simply used the recognition 

value of  his name and image to promote the Opel brand. But it was also more 

sophisticated than that in aiming at a specific target audience — both the fact that it was 

placed in the special birthday issue of  a nationalist Scherl publication and its particular 

design made it all the more powerful and effective. The image not only depicted 

nationalist Hindenburg devotees, clearly recognizable by the Imperial flags they carried 

and their uniforms, but stylized the Opel quite literally as a vehicle of  Hindenburg 

worship — a technique obviously intended to resonate with the President’s following. In a 

much less obvious way, the advertisement also suggested that being the owner of  an Opel 

carried high social prestige. 105   ‘ Buy an Opel and be admired ’  was the hidden subtext 

here. And who could symbolize social prestige more successfully than the mythical 

Hindenburg, whose birthday in 1927 was marked by national festivities on a regal scale? 

Opel could hardly have chosen a better advertising medium or a better messenger to 

spread the brand’s fame. 

 That the Hindenburg brand was a useful marketing asset for luxury consumer goods 

was further illustrated by the adverts placed by Hessian wine merchant Baron von 

Linstow. The company offered various brands of  sparkling wine and champagne, which 

were all named after the Reich President —  ‘  Hindenburg-Gold  ’ ,  ‘  Hindenburg-Silber  ’ , and 

 ‘  Hindenburg-Jubiläums-Sekt  ’ . 106  This branding was highly successful, clearly demonstrated 

by the fact that the German Association of  Champagne Producers filed a complaint 

about Linstow’s  ‘ unfair comparative advantage. ’  107  Linstow had apparently passed 

himself  off  as the only legitimate producer of   ‘ Hindenburg ’  champagne and suggested 

that Hindenburg fully endorsed his products. 

 Otto Meissner, however, had only limited means at his disposal when it came to 

combating advertisements using Hindenburg’s name or image. A first legal step had 

been made when the right to one’s own image had been introduced into German law by 

the  Kunsturheberrecht  of  9 January 1907 — a response to the publication of  images of  

Bismarck on his deathbed. Drawing the legal boundaries of  the new medium of  

photography, the 1907 law stated that pictures of  private citizens could only be published 

with their consent. The protection of   Personen der Zeitgeschichte  (public persons), was, 

however, excluded from the law according to §23. Hence, images of  Hindenburg — a 

public person  sui generis —  were not legally protected. Anyone could publish his 

photographs or painted images, even for commercial gain, without being prosecuted or 

liable to pay a fee; the Hindenburg brand was essentially free. 108  The only basis on which 

adverts could be banned was the 1909 law concerning the combating of  unfair 

competition. It included a  ‘ decency clause ’  according to which advertising should not 

   105   Social prestige was one of the main factors motivating German consumers to purchase cars in this period. 

H. Edelmann,  Vom Luxusgut zum Gebrauchsgegenstand. Die Geschichte der Verbreitung von Personenkraftwagen 

in Deutschland  (Frankfurt/Main, 1989).  

   106   BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p.  

   107    Verband deutscher Sektkellereien  to Meissner, 25 July 1925, BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p.  

   108   The art critic Hans Sachs had advised Hindenburg to register his name as a trademark as early as 1917, but no such 

efforts had been made. H. Sachs,  ‘ Vom Hurrakitsch, von Nagelungsstandbildern, Nagelungsplakaten und andren 

Schönheiten ’ ,  Das Plakat , 1 (1918).  
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breach moral standards. 109  Hence, if  champagne producer Linstow gave the impression 

that his brand had Hindenburg’s exclusive endorsement and no such specific backing 

had been given, his adverts could be legally pursued on the basis of  breaching proper 

manners ( die guten Sitten ). 110  

 German companies were surprisingly creative when it came to securing Hindenburg’s 

endorsement for their products. The particular case of  optician Brennecke suggests that 

the Hindenburg brand was in fact so valuable that even forgery seemed like a legitimate 

means to gain access to it. By 1928 Brennecke’s rival, the Stuttgart-based optician 

Metzler, had been producing and distributing a special glasses frame under the name 

 Hindenburgbrille  (Hindenburg spectacles) for some time. Hindenburg had even personally 

agreed to Metzler having his Hindenburg frame registered as a trademark. 111  Metzler’s 

Hindenburg model had been a huge success:

  The Hindenburg spectacles have quite literally conquered the world, a fact which is of  course a true thorn in 

our rival companies ’  side. Because our spectacles are linked to Hindenburg’s sacrosanct name, the competi-

tion obviously does not dare to fight our model, 112    

 the optician informed Meissner. Metzler’s rival Brennecke consequently employed rather 

unconventional methods in his quest for the Hindenburg brand: when his business 

delivered one of  optician Metzler’s Hindenburg spectacles to the President’s office, 

Brennecke suggested that it had in fact been one of  his very own models, the  Rolandbrille , 

which the President had requested. To back up his claim of  Hindenburg’s change in 

preference, Brennecke began advertising with a photograph of  Hindenburg at his desk, 

on which his  Rolandbrille  had been drawn in. The President took offence at this incident not 

because both companies had used his name or image, but because the photograph had 

been fiddled with. The forgery had not been authorized and therefore constituted a breach 

of  proper manners and so could be pursued under the unfair competition law of  1909. 113  

 The practice of  suggesting that a particular product had Hindenburg’s personal 

backing was relatively widespread. Various companies had regularly sent samples of  

their products to Hindenburg’s address long before he became Reich President. 114  The 

customary letter of  thanks Hindenburg sent in return featured in numerous adverts. 115  

Cited out of  context these notes appeared to suggest that he did in fact consent to 

promoting particular products. Such adverts gave the impression that Hindenburg had 

   109   C. Wischermann,  ‘ Grenzenlose Werbung? Die gesellschaftliche Akzeptanz der Werbewelt im 20. Jahrhundert ’ , 

in Borscheid,  Bilderwelt , pp. 372 – 440.  

   110   The correspondence between Meissner and Linstow shows that the whole affair was dragged out over four years, 

with Linstow still selling bottles of his  Hindenburg-Sekt  in 1929: see BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p.  

   111   Metzler to Meissner, 20 July 1928, BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p.  

   112   BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p.  

   113   Meissner to Metzler, 27 July 1928, BAB, R601, no. 9, n.p. On another occasion Meissner pursued a pharmacist who 

had forged Hindenburg’s signature for an advert for his business. See Meissner’s letter of 3 Oct. 1928, BAB, R601, 

no. 9., n.p.  

   114   The company Beuthien & Schultz, for example, continued to use a letter of thanks it had received from Hindenburg 

in April 1920 throughout the 1920s. Cf. Beuthien & Schultz to Meissner, 10 Dec. 1927, BAB, R601, no. 9., n.p.  

   115   Alfred Pulvermacher, for instance, advertised with the help of such a letter for one of his ashtray models. The sau-

sage manufacturer Carl Heinrich Brune also used Hindenburg’s letter of thanks to promote his liver sausage, prompt-

ing the architect Ernst Schünemann from Osnabrück to complain that Brune had only sent his liver sausage samples 

to obtain such a letter. See Meissner to Reinmann, 8 April 1930, and Schünemann to Oscar von Hindenburg, 

9 March 1933, BAB, R601, no. 10, n.p.  
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figured as a product tester; the huge amount of  public trust invested in his personality, 

and therefore in his judgement, was not just important political capital, but could also be 

turned into commercial gain. 

 Whereas there is plenty of  evidence to show that Hindenburg exercised image-control, 

he did not intervene generally to stop commercial activities employing his name. 116  He 

not only lacked the legal powers to do so, but there is also no indication that he would 

have pursued a more rigid course had the legal framework been different. His staff  only 

ever tried to stop specific adverts after they had received complaints, but did not actively 

pursue banning the  ‘ Hindenburg ’  brand. In the optician’s case the President even gave 

his consent to the  Hindenburgbrille  being registered as a trademark, thus effectively handing 

control of  the brand over to someone else. As we can see, Hindenburg did not consider 

his name or image being used as a brand as a threat to his own myth. 

 If  anything, Hindenburg’s attitude towards advertising reveals how relatively limited 

his attempts to control his own image still were, especially when compared to later 

National Socialist endeavours. He neither objected to his image being used as an 

advertising tool in general nor to its use to market specific products — some of  which 

suggest that he did not fully recognize the potential cultural implications of  advertising. 

He did not fear that his image would be cheapened or sold out by commercial use. Being 

invoked to promote spectacles and cough medication clearly implied that Hindenburg 

was an old man with frail health. While he avoided wearing glasses at official state 

receptions, forcing him to read his speeches from notes printed in exceptionally large 

letters, Hindenburg did not seem to realize that advertisements for spectacles publicized 

his failing eyesight. 117  He had objected to being described as old and fragile in the film 

 The Iron Hindenburg , but he did not recognize a similar message implicit in adverts for 

pharmaceuticals. Tolerating advertisers ’  allusions to his age and feeble health was a far 

cry from attempts by dictators such as Mussolini or Hitler to exercise total control over 

their images — not least by avoiding being seen as physically weak. 118  

 The Nazis, on the other hand, considered the power of  advertising a threat to the 

potency of  their own ideology. The party was keen to remain in control of  its symbols, 

such as the swastika or brown shirts, and consequently regarded their deployment in 

advertising as undermining and degrading the goals of  the Nazi movement. 119  This 

realization had, however, been the result of  a more long-term process. Their ban on the 

use of  Nazi symbols and Hitler’s image in advertising, on 19 May 1933, was partly a 

reaction to the wave of  Hindenburg adverts that had flooded Germany in previous years. 

After the Nazi seizure of  power in January 1933, German businesses had increasingly 

begun to use Hitler’s image, and often the President’s  and  Chancellor’s image in 

combination. The wine merchant Albrecht Messerschmidt, for example, had been 

selling brandy with the label  ‘  Präsidentenbitter ’   and  ‘  Hindenburgtropfen ’  , for several years, but 

   116   Harald Zaun’s assessment of Hindenburg’s stance towards advertising is therefore one-sided. See his  Hindenburg , 

p. 64, n. 21.  

   117   On not wearing glasses at state receptions, see Weber,  Büro , p. 292.  

   118   P. Melograni,  ‘ The Cult of the Duce ’ ,  Journal of Contemporary History , 2 (1976) pp. 178 – 95; Hitler, for instance, 

avoided any hint of human frailty and was never pictured wearing spectacles, see Kershaw,  Hitler Myth , p. 3.  

   119   Accordingly, advertising was coordinated ( gleichgeschaltet ) in 1933. See U. Westphal,  Werbung im Dritten Reich  

(Berlin, 1989); and B. Lammers,  Werbung im Nationalsozialismus  (Weimar, 1999). In the mid-1930s, the term 

 ‘  Führer  ’  was registered as a trademark. On branding the  Führer , see Behrenbeck,  ‘ Der Führer ’ , p. 67.  
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was keen to change the names to  ‘  Hindenburg-Hitler-Bitter  ’  and  ‘  Hindenburg-Hitler-Tropfen  ’  —

 complete with a label showing Hindenburg’s and Hitler’s heads and a swastika — in 

1933. 120  Merely three weeks before the ban on advertising with Nazi symbols was put in 

place, the District Leader of  Propaganda of  Greater Berlin, Walter Schulze-Wechsungen, 

had written to Goebbels ’  newly-established Ministry of  Propaganda complaining about 

  
 Figure 26.17  :    Advertisement for brandy featuring Hindenburg and Hitler before the Nazi ban on using their 
images in May 1933. 
  Bundesarchiv Berlin , R601, no. 11, n. p.    

   120   Messerschmidt to Hindenburg, 6 May 1933, BAB, R601, no. 11, n.p.  
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an advertisement placed by an oil company from Bremen, which praised a particular 

 ‘ Hindenburg ’  lubricant. According to Schulze-Wechsungen people were offended by the 

abuse of  Hindenburg’s name for the promotion of  a lubricator and he urged the 

Propaganda Ministry to  ‘ adopt appropriate measures ’  to suppress this kind of  commercial 

advertising in Germany. 121    

 It took some time before this  ‘ battle against kitsch ’  was ultimately won. 122  In May 

1934 the Nazi leadership finally introduced a new law intended to clarify the legal 

situation once and for all. In a crucial passage it stated that images of  living persons from 

public or political life, their famous quotations and their habits could only be used in 

advertisements with their explicit consent. 123  The Nazis thus ensured that the Hitler 

myth, which they rightly held to be a crucial pillar of  their rule, would not be  ‘ sold out ’  or 

cheapened by its commercialization. Hindenburg had been more or less oblivious to 

such implications. The  ‘ Hindenburg ’  brand was a powerful and profitable commodity, 

which German companies used extensively to promote their products over many years.  

  V: Conclusion 
 The portrayal of  Hindenburg as an image-oblivious public figure has to be revised. In 

fact, he sought to control the image he projected to a considerable degree. Whilst much 

of  the Hindenburg worship was spontaneous — or appropriated strategically by 

businesses, publishers and the film industry for commercial purposes — and not controlled 

by a single political agent, the cases discussed here highlight his considerable efforts to 

safeguard his myth from the top down. Commercial advertising was an exceptional case, 

because Hindenburg did not apparently recognize its cultural implications. The legal 

situation did not give him much control over the use of  his image for commercial purposes 

and he did not seek to extend his control — a condition the Nazis quickly altered in 1933. 

When he did have control or when those engaged in the cultural sector were willing to 

co-operate, however, Hindenburg readily intervened. Not least the cases of  Paul’s 

 Tannenberg  and Beumelburg’s  Sperrfeuer um Deutschland  show beyond doubt that Hindenburg 

and his staff  recognized the cultural significance of  film and popular fiction and were 

keen on guarding his mythical reputation in both genres. 

 Much of  the political campaigning — and also the branding of  Hindenburg — relied 

on the iconography shaped during the First World War. The successful use of  his image 

in the new media built on the power of  the existing myth — it did not create it. These new 

media did, however, contribute decisively to the scope of  the Hindenburg myth and 

turned it into much more than a political fashion. The scale of  this phenomenon 

illustrates how important it remains for historians of  this period to extend their study 

beyond the avant-garde, and to look more widely at the culture of  Weimar Germany. 

 Hindenburg’s omnipresence in the modern mass media of  film, radio, the illustrated 

press, and in a new advertising market meant that his myth escaped the strict political 

dividing lines characteristic of  German society in the interwar period. Films such as  The 

Iron Hindenburg  and  Tannenberg , and Beumelburg’s novels, of  course appealed first and 

foremost to those who nurtured nostalgia for the Wilhelmine Empire. Readers of  the 

   121   NSDAP Gauleitung Gross-Berlin to Ministry of Propaganda, 28 April 1933, BAB, R601, no. 11, n.p.  

   122   On Goebbels ’   ‘ Kampf gegen den Kitsch ’ , see Behrenbeck,  ‘ Der Führer ’ .  

   123   Wischermann,  ‘ Grenzenlose Werbung? ’ , pp. 388 – 91.  
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Hugenberg-owned  Die Woche , however ,  were frequently confronted with images 

underlining Hindenburg’s republican role and those who preferred the pro-republican 

 BIZ , in their turn ,  regularly faced coverage of  near-regal Hindenburg celebrations and 

could not escape visual allusions to the President’s military past in Imperial Germany. 

Similarly, Hindenburg’s radio broadcasts represented shared listening experiences for 

millions of  Germans. People’s attitudes towards him were therefore not just shaped by 

the party political papers; the Hindenburg myth also played into their leisure time and 

penetrated the sanctuary of  their homes. This provides ample reason to revise the 

portrayal of  Hindenburg as a strictly partisan figure, whose image was defined exclusively 

by Weimar’s deep political fault-lines. 124  Republicans, too, were exposed to — and 

sometimes shaped — Hindenburg’s iconic status across various media for two decades. 

This had real political consequences, which neither the SPD nor Joseph Goebbels could 

ignore. Hindenburg’s iconization confused the republican campaign against him during 

the presidential elections of  1925 and made republicans more willing to support his re-

election as a bulwark against Hitler in 1932. Ultimately, it also made the Hindenburg 

myth an effective symbolic crutch invoked to provide legitimacy to Nazi rule in the Third 

Reich’s crucial transitory period between January 1933 and August 1934. 125      

 Abstract 
 This article argues that the Hindenburg myth was an exceptionally potent — and historiographically under-
appreciated — political narrative between 1914 and 1934. Crucially, it was as much a cultural as it was a po-
litical phenomenon and did not just occupy those engaged in German politics, but penetrated much broader 
sections of society in its myriad forms: there was a massive readership of Hindenburg books and special 
Hindenburg issues of the illustrated press, and also a receptive audience for Hindenburg films and the 
President’s frequent speeches on the radio. Equally, consumers ’  purchase decisions were animated by the 
use of his iconic image in commercial advertising. Hindenburg’s omnipresence in the modern mass media of 
film, radio and the illustrated press, and in a new advertising market, broadened his appeal considerably and 
led his myth to escape the strict political dividing lines characteristic of Weimar Germany. This points to com-
mon symbolic ground beyond traditional political fault-lines in the interwar period. The article also high-
lights Hindenburg’s considerable involvement in promoting, managing and censoring his own myth from 
the top down. The portrayal of Hindenburg as an image-oblivious public figure thus has to be revised.   

 Keywords:   Hindenburg  ,   myth  ,   mass media  ,   censorship  ,   Weimar culture  ,   advertising   
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   124   Peter Fritzsche’s excellent studies stress that the popular scope of Hindenburg celebrations far exceeded that of 

Wilhelmine ritual. He focuses exclusively on bourgeois street rallies celebrating the President in 1925 and 1927, how-

ever, and does not examine the broader appeal of his iconization. See his  ‘ Presidential Victory and Popular Festivity in 

Weimar Germany: Hindenburg’s 1925 Election ’ ,  Central European History , 23 (1990), pp. 205 – 24; and  Rehearsals 

for Fascism: Populism and Political Mobilization in Weimar Germany  (Oxford, 1990), especially pp. 154 – 7.  

   125   That so many of Hindenburg’s supporters of 1925 defected to Hitler in 1932 illustrates, above all, their disappoint-

ment with the President’s backing of Heinrich Brüning in March/April 1932. This defection should not be mistaken 

as evidence for a total debunking of the Hindenburg myth, however. On the contrary, the 1932 elections exemplify 

its striking polyvalence. Whilst Hindenburg appeared as the  ‘ saviour ’  of Weimar in the spring of 1932, less than a 

year later, the Nazis effectively relied on the mythical appeal of their  ‘ spiritual father ’  in the  Reichstag  elections and 

on the  ‘ Day of Potsdam ’  of March 1933 — a clear sign of the endurance of Hindenburg’s veneration among parts of 

the German right. On the electoral statistics, see J.W. Falter,  ‘ The Two Hindenburg Elections of 1925 and 1932: 

A Total Reversal of Voter Coalitions ’ ,  Central European History , 23 (1990), pp. 225 – 41. For a closer reading of the 

elections of 1925 and 1932 and the Hindenburg myth in 1933/34, see Menge,  Power of Myth .  




